mechanical effects previously thought to occur only in dense plasmas around black holes and neutron stars, or in powerful particle accelerators. One example is the Klein paradox, in which fast-moving particles pass straight through a seemingly impenetrable barrier.
Meanwhile Ruoff believes his composites might yet trump other applications. By chemically modifying the sheets within the polymer matrix and studying the resulting properties, he hopes to usher in a new class of graphene-based materials. He suggests that chemically tuned composites could be used as electrically conductive plastics in solar panels, for example, or to dissipate excess heat within computer parts: "The technology wizards will take this in various directions. "
One thing researchers agree on is that we're likely to hear a lot more about graphene. "Nothing is a sure deal, " says de Heer. "But nothing is an insurmountable problem. All the lights are still go. "
■

Richard Van Noorden
Electrons pass through graphene (left) with less resistance than through silicon, making the carbon sheet a good candidate for future chips.
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